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TROUBLESHOOTING TIPS

Based on years of troubleshooting sterilization problems, PRIMUS offers the following
common sense actions that can be taken to improve your efficiency and effectiveness in
the field.  This will, in turn, help reduce “Total Cost of Ownership” for end users.

Look for the “simple” before looking for the “complex.”  It is surprising how often this
approach isn’t used

“Repair by replacement” is not an acceptable approach.  Using this method is very
costly and is a result of lack of technical knowledge and troubleshooting skills

Write down facts and observations and keep your records orderly and available for
review by PRIMUS and other interested parties

Evaluate the history of the machine – often the same problem crops up time and
again due to utility issues or operating conditions at the respective facility

You should be able to write down a definitive statement defining the problem.  If you
can’t, then you probably don’t truly understand what is going on

Be reasonably skeptical on what the end user is telling you the problem is – often their
knowledge is limited or tainted by prejudice, politics, or fear of getting into trouble

Make sure a problem truly exists and isn’t simply how the unit is supposed to operate
(DD bioseal units, for example).  Clearly differentiate between a problem and a design
characteristic

Always use the cycle printout!  The data there are facts - not opinions or conjecture

Use a process of elimination based on your knowledge of how the total system works
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TROUBLESHOOTING TIPS (continued)

Understand the physical environment the sterilizer operates in to give you some important
clues about what the potential problems are.  Some examples:

• Dirty feed water
• Poor steam quality
• Lack of management attention and/or knowledge
• Poor operating practices/untrained operators
• Lack of consistent PM – no maintenance contract
• Hot and humid

Your knowledge and experience count! Use your own internal case studies of past
problems you have solved

Always verify that the problem has actually been resolved by operating the sterilizer and
monitoring the performance.  Always include end users in this testing, if possible.

Verify with the supervisor what was done and why.  Discuss any internal practices that
need to be improved.  Head off future problems!

Tag critical components with the date of the rebuild or replacement for future reference

Your Advantages

The PRIMUS sterilizer is a well-defined system.  All you need to do is return the
machine to its designed state!

The sterilizer is well documented with prints, schematics, narrative descriptions

The basic theory and design of a sterilizer really hasn’t changed much in the past 50 years

Technical support is readily available from PRIMUS and others

Very few problems are truly unique.  The road has been traveled many, many times

Good troubleshooting skills can be learned


